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Abs tract

Prosodic features (tonal and temporaì) of the speech. of two conduction

;ffi;i¿; *ã.Ë".iu¿ì.¿. Patients were compared to each other and to

three normat speakers. 
'Ãii'rãã¿ 

ã itan¿är¿ diaqnostic text (Swedish

;1,Ë;.;";ï-i¡ã'Ñõrii, r,li nä'ánà-iñe Sun ) . - 
Comparðd to the normal s , the

patients paused more oiiðtl ipõliã moió sl,owlv and in shorter units,
7iliñ;; ããiìñea ¡v puuiãr'unã-ãi ¿erine¿ by-intonation) and_showed

Iä"åiiäËrËã'åï-r"ãiui t¡ã.tðning¡tinul .le_ngihenìno effects. Quantita-

t.ively, pausìng ,,ut tnoiË"¿ðuiåní tt'ãn diffãrences-in intonational pat-

ä;;i;ð."ð;päied to .åãr'-ãirnãi, the patients differed with respect to

;;;;å i;iläñãy-ana ,.nritiuiiv'tò iyhtactic silucture as ref lected in

intonation parrerns. ,i"ì;';;õ"g.;i.d"lhat prosodic features may be of

Jliiä"ir"äiiîËrõ;ìïìålìv åi.õñðËiñg p-arienrs _within an aphasic svndrome,

üä¿;;rå"p;;;oãìã ãiir.í..nåðð ruv iefle.t different underlvins defects.

Introducti on

Several studies have shown that prosodic characteristics such as tempo and

intonation are sufficient for broadìy differentiatìng the main aphasic

syndromes (Howes & Geschwind, 1964; Benson, 
.|967; Kerschensteiner et al.,

1972; Wagenaar et al., .l975 ). Moreover, it is the patients classified

as fluent according to prosodic characteristics who produce phonologìcal

and lexical jargon. Both of these facts highlight the importance of pro-

sody for cl.inical diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, as well as for the

theory of language Production.

The study reported on here is based on the speech of two conduction aphasics'

ll¡ith respect to prosody, conduction aphasics aré considered to lie some-

where between the extremes of prosodicalìy normal, fluent (l,lernicke's)

aphasìa and the non*fluent, dysprosodic speech of Broca's aphasics. Con-

duction aphasia typically invoìves segrnental substitution and sequencing er-
rors (called literal paraphasia) and/or a short-term verbal memory defect.

{t is identified clinically by the patient's inabiIity to repeat despite

good lexical comprehension (cf.Benson et al,l973;Shalìice & l¡lamìngton,1977).

The patients were chosen because they appeared to be good representatives

of the two subtypes of conduction aphasia; Patient I had a predominance

of segmental errors, and Patient 2 showed evidence of a short-teÍÌn me-

mory deficit, in addition to an initia'l segmentaì disorder.
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The aim of the study was to see if prosodic characteristics could be use-
ful in distinguishing patients within a major syndrome, and whether dif-
ferent prosodic features (i.e., tonal vs. temporal ) are differential ly
affected in this type of aphasia.

!gÞæg.!!.r 
,:.

Patient | (Pl) was a 62-yr-old ambidextrous former bricklayer from
southern Sweden, admitted in 0ctober 1972 with right hemiparesis and
aphasia after a sudden fall. Three weeks after admission the patìent
was able to walk and use his right hand. His speech was extremely
paraphasic, and he was not able to repeat even single words without
gross distortions. Naming of objects was grossly paraphasic, but he
was able to adequately demonstrate their use by næans of gestures.
There was some perseveration. The patient could point to nared ob-jects, and he could obey verbal commands to stick out hjs tongue, put
his finger on his nose, whistle, and point to his ear, but with long
latencies, Comprehension of normal conversation appeared to be fully
intact, and tests of ability to identify non-verbal sounds showed nô
impairment. After five months of therapy there was some improvement
in abiììty to read aloud single words, but spontaneous speech and
repetition were still grossly paraphasic.

Patient 2 (P2) was a 62-yr-old former custodian from southern sweden,
lvith a history of hypertension. In March 1976 he was admitted for a
few hours with a suspected transient ischemja with no paralysìs,
Babinski or headache. The following day he was readmitted, because
rel.atives reported that he couldn't talk. 0n readmission he produced
fluent jargon without much information content. There was no para-
ìysis or dysarthria. He couìd not stick out his tongue on comirand, but
could imitate the gesture. 0n initial speech examinátion, the patient's
speech was paraphasic (both ìiteral and verbal paraphasia) and he
could not repeat any but the shortest words, and these oniy after many
pres-entations by the therapist. He could not point to named pictures
or follow written instructions, but he could match written wôrds to
pìctures.-Naming was paraphasic, writing to dictation extremely para-
graphic. Paraphasias in speech decreased during the next few mònths
and reading aloud was almost error-free, but even after a year of
therapy the patient could neither repeat nor write phrases of more
than two words. Spontaneous writing was paragraphic, but the pat.ient
was able to edit his writing so that the final production contained
few errors. Comprehension was normal, apart from a word deafness,
which persisted throughout 1 1/2 years of therapy.

Neither patient was able to produce serial speech (counting, days
of the week, months) without error or perseveration. Both had some
high frequency hearing loss, and both reported that they had never
spent much time writìng.

Three normal speakers were recorded for comparison. GH, a retìred baker,
age 73, had some hearing impairment and used a hearing aid. ID was a house-

wìfe, age 71. GB was a trained phonetician, age 3.l. All were from the same
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regional dialect area.

Materi al s

All subjects read a swedish version of The North t|lind and the sun. The

patients were recorded during aphasia examinations: Pl, 3 weeks after ad-

mission (P1:1), five months later (Pl:2) and after about 16 months (Pl:3);

and P2, 12 days after admission (P2:l) and about l0 weeks later (P2:2).

(some spontaneous speech was recorded for Pl at Pl:2 and Pl:3, and for

P2 some time after P2:2).

The normal speakers were told to read as naturally as possible. GH and ID

were not familiar with the text and were not given any opportunity for

pract.ice. GB was spec.ificalìy instructed to read slow1y, and he was very

famiIiar with the text'

Duplex osc.illograms with separate intensity and pitch curves were made

for each reading. Segmentation was done manually, and the durations of

silent pauses l¡,ere measured, Prosgdic phrases (roughìy corresponding to

tone un.its) were identified according to the relative pitch of stressed

syllables (ident.ified auditorì1y) and terininal junctures, using the pitch

curves. Finally, durations of the four occurences of the words !-CpPg/

kappan (or their paraphasic substitutions) were measured' to allow an

estimation of final lengthening/medial shortening effects.

Results

l. Segmental errors and self-corrections

Despite a superficiaì similarity, the two patients differed from one

another in terms of the number and types of target-related errors they

made. 0n the first readings, both Pl and P2 were paraphasic. Pl's para-

phasia did not.improve over the three readings, and more than half of the

target words he read were incoryect, sometimes distorted beyond recognition

P2 differed on his first reading in that he produced fewer errors than

Pl, in terms of incorrect targets, but many more repeated attempts (for

17% of the target words) for both correct and incorrect productions. By

the second reading, however, (10 weeks ìater) P2 had onìy two target

errors. Atthough the errors were quantitatively comparable to the nonnals'

they were sti11 recognizabìy pathoìogical (så hårt att någonsìn kunde'

kappan onôm sig).
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Table l. Incorrect targets and repetitions as % total words in text.

Patientl Patient2 Normals

Pl: l P1:2 P]:3 P2:1 P2:2 GH ID GB

%incomect 63 53 58 28 2 1 6 I

%repetitions/ 4 0 0 17 0 I I 0

sel f-correcti ons

2. Intonation

The major differenee in sentence intonation between patients and normals

was that the patients divided their utterances into more prosodic phrases

than the nonnals. That is, sequences of stressed-word peaks which could be

connected by a single downward-sloping topline in normal sentences were

often composed of separate sequences, each with its own topline, in the

aphasic sentences. Such fo resetting is seen both in patients and normais,

but more frequently in the patients, as lve would expect if the patients pro-

cess speech in smaller, syntactically defined chunks.

However, when the patients were compared to each other, two differences

emerged. The first is related to the difference in emor types. The over-

a1ì prosodic effect of P2's first production was more abnormal than that of
any other reading, including Pl's, because of the frequency of repetìtions
and self-corrections (and more frequent pausìng, see below). As in non¡al

speech, his repeated corections are marked by a higher pìtch than the

words they replace.

The second difference concerns the stress level of function words. The only
sentence stress abnormality for P2 (first reading), apart from the prosodi-

cally normal but too frequent stressed repetitions, is a focal stress on

gång, shown ìn Fig. I below. P2's second reading was indìstinguishable from

the normal readings, with respect to sentence intonation. (Fig. I is nonna-

lized for duration; P2's first try was a'lmost twice as long as the second.)

Fig. 1 also shows that there was a large register difference between P2's

first and second readings. This is most probably due to a stress reaction,
not uncommon in the initial period after a cerebro-vascular insuit (l.li1kins,

ì963). This initial stress reaction may have contributed to Pl's extremeìy

high pause frequency in the first reading, as well.)
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In contrast to P2, P.| frequently begins prosodic phrases with stressed func-

tionwords'Fig.2showsPl,sproduct.ionofsentence2,comparedtoanor-
mal reader (GH). Although both sentences contain two prosodic phrases' di-

vjded at the same iuncture, jn the normal reading the initial preposition

i js unstressed, whereas for Pl it has a high pìtch 1evel' The same is true

ior pl,s phrase-in.itial r:elative pronoun:9m in sentence 3, for lnen ('but')'

the comparatîve adverb desto, and och ('and') in sentence 4' and och ìn

sentence 5, in all three of his readings. The only phrase-initial function

word which is not stressed is att (solen) 'that (the sun)' in sentence 5'

Apparently it is the word's position in the prosodic phrase' rather than

its lexico-syntactic status, which determines whetherit will have a high

pitch level or not: virtual]y alI of P1',s prosodic phrases begin at a high

fo tevel, but function words within prosodic phrases are appropriately de-

stressed.

3. Rate

Both patients read at an abnormally slow rate, not only as measured in

words per m.inute, which ìs affected by pausing,2 but also as measured by

syllables per second, excìudìng pause time. Even at the second recording

P2's rate is slower than that of the normal reader (GB) instructed to read

s I owly.
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Table 2. Speakìng rate in words per minute and sy11ables per second'

4. Pausìng

Not only do the aphasics break sentences up into shorter, intonationally

defined prosodic phrases than the normals, but also, as expected, they

pause more often between and within phrases. Table 3 shows the number of

prosodic phrases, defined as a resetting of the stressed peak toplìne'

compared to the number of word sequences bounded by pauses for each sen-

tence and subiect.

Table 3. Prosodic phrases/interpause sequences.

wpm

sy'l ì/sec

Sent. l
Sent.2
Sent.3
Sent.4
Sent.5

Patient l

P] : I P1:2 Pl :3

70 65 70

2.47 2.23 2.12

Patient l
Pl : I P1:2

3/5 3/7

5/6 2/6

4/10 2/10

7/14 5/16

4/14 5/13

Patient 2

Pl : I P1:2

43 9l

2.01 2.9?

Pati'ent 2

Dt,1 Dt.,)

3/8 3/2

4/9 2/2

3/10 2/2

1',0/30 3/'r0

e/18 4/9

Normal s

GH ID GB

ll4 120 .l04

4.09 4.17 3.10

Normal s

GH ID GB

2/2 3/1 2/1

2/1 2/2 2/2

2/2 3/2 2/2

3/5 3/4 3/4

4/4 4/4 4/3

Pl :3

3/4

2/5

2/B

5/ 16

6/ 11

(excludìng pauses under 100 msec duration)

Table 3 shows that pausing is quantitatively much more deviant than in-
tonationalty defined phrasing' In the paraphasic productions (excluding

P2's "recovered" reading) 98.5% of the interpause sequences contain less

than five words, and more than half include only two words or less. Only

12% of the normal interpause sequences are as short as four words' P2's

performance, both with respect to prosodic phrases and number of pauses.

improved dramatically. Although 70% of his interpause sequences still
contain less than five words, the short sequences are almost all in the

long, syntacticaììy comp'lex sentences 4 and 5. In contrast, Pl's pauses

are about equally distributed over all the sentences' regardless of length

or complexity.
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For both patients and normals, mean pause durations at major syntactic
boundaries (sentence and clause) are greater than anywhere else.

5. Final lengthening/medial shortening

In normal speech, the relatively shorter duration of a pre-fìnal as opposed

to a clause-final word can be taken as evidence of temporal subordination
of the words to a higher-level articulatory plan. If this is the corect
explanation for medÌal shortening, it seems that the patients lack the

ability to structure their productions in large enough units to produce the
effect, since there is no evidence of medial shortening for the words mea-

sured; for them, final words were often shorter than the media'l ones,

Table 4 shows mean durations for the three pre-final occurrences of the

words kappa/kappan. (All but one (i.e., tcpatd) of the ten paraphasic sub-
stitutions had the same syllable structure as the target words, and kappa

t,las never shorter than both final occurrences of kappan in the normal rea-
dings). Final lengthening/medial shortening was evident for all three normals

Table 4. Durations of clause-fina1 and pre-final kappa/kappan, sec

Patient ì

Pl: I P1:2

Patient 2

P2:1 P2:2

Normal s

ID GBPl :3 GH

Fi nal

(mean of 3)

Pre-fi na I

.73

.84

.82
'I .04

.60

.4ì
64

47

BO

80

B3

9B

70

BB

.65

.48

None of the normal pre-final words, and all of the aphasics'were fol-
'lowed by pauses. They ranged in duration from .08 - .4 sec.

Discussion

The data presented here confirm the ciinical impression that conduction
aphasia may have little effect on sentence intonation. Although more than

half of Patient l's target words contained segmental errors, pause durat.ions
and sentence intonation respected syntactic structure in aìl but the most

complex sentences.

The overail prosodic effect of Patient 2's first (paraphasic) reading is
more abnormal than that of Patient L This is clearly due to the frequent
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repetitions and self-corrections which, in combjnation with the paraphasic

errors, make the listener's task more dìfficult, since they require a sus-
pensìon of ìnterpretation untjl the patìent fìnds the requisite word or
accepts a paraphasic substjtute for it. These repetitions and revisions
add new prosodìc phrases to the sentence, and the ljstener must recognize
them as amendments and then backtrack to a prevìous phrase in order to fol-
low, In normal speech, deviations from sentence intonation and rhythm can

be used as markers of a change in the sentence plan, since false starts
and self-corrections are relatively rare. Patient 2's revisions are so

frequent, however, that such prosodic marking has tendencey to lose its
signaì value.

Paradoxically, Patìent l's lack of prosodicaììy dìsruptive revisions is
probabìy a symptom of a more severe aphasic impairment than that of Patient
2, as it suggests that Patient I was less able to attend to and correct
hìs paraphasìc errors.

Pause behavior also suggests that Patìent ì's linguìstic deficjt was the
more severe. The length of ìnterpause sequences in Patient l,s and Patient
2's (first) readings did not appear to be affected by syntactìc complexÍty,
presumably because neither was able to scan large enough units. But when

Patient 2 improved segmentally and prosodically, he paused less often in
the syntactically sìmpìer sentences than in the long conplex ones. Thjs
suggests that pause frequencey may be useful as an jndication of degree of
syntactic impaìrment.

Both patìents respected sentence boundarìes, as shown by intonation and

pause duration. However, Patient 1 's stress ing of phrase- initial function
words, which were appropriately unstressed even in Patient 2's initial
reading, impìies that he was more impaìred thant Patient 2 even from the
onset. This difference ìn particular may mean that conduction aphasics
wjth literal paraphasia as the most prominent symptom are more impaired
syntactical ìy than patients with a predominant short-term verbal memory

defect. (Cf, ShalIice & Warrington, 1977; Caramazza & Zurif, I976.)

Finally, since Patient 2 showed diffjculties wjth complex syntactic struc-
ture, as reflected ìn pause frequency ìn his second readìng, and since
neither patìent showed any medial shortening/finaì lengthenìng effects,
it is l ikely that some degree of syntactìc impairment affected speech pro-
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ciuction for both patients, even though intonation was fuìly normal in pa-

tient 2,

Because of the ìimitations of the material and the restriction to tt,lo pa-

tients, the results presented here can only be considered suggestive. What

they suggest, however, is that more detailed study of the finer detail of
prosodic structure may be helpful 'in diagnosing ìinguistic impairment in
aphasia, perhaps especially for patients who do not clear'ly fall into ei-
ther of the fluent or non-fluent categories,

FOOTNOTES

l l would like to thank Doc. Peter Kitzing and the staff of the Depart-
ment of Phoniatrics, Malmö General Hospìtal, for making the tapes of the
patients available to me, and speech therapists Catharina Anderson and
Borjs Larnert for taking time to discuss them. 0f course the responsibìli-
ty for the descrìptions gìven here is mine.
2, Most studjes of "normaj" reading rates have used young, highly educated
speakers and different texts, Johnson reported normal readìng rates of
from 105-2ì9 wpm, and Darìey from 129-222 (both cited in t.lilliams et al.,
ì974). Grosjean & Collins call a mean of 201 wpm normal.Burns & Canter
found a mean of ì04.6 wpm for five conduction aphasics, compared to mean
155.2 wpm for five Wernicke's aphasics. Canter (.1963) found a mean sylla-
ble duration of.l6 sec. (=3.7 syìl/sec.) for l7 Parkinson patients and
also for l7 normal controls. In that experiment, normal reading rate ranged
from ì40-2ì9 wpm.
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APPEND I X

The North t.lind and the Sun (Nordanvinden och solen)

Nordanvinden och solen tvistade en gång om vem av dem som var starkast.
Just då kom en vandrare vägen fram insvept i en varm kappa. De kom då

överens om att den var starkast, som först kunde få vandraren att ta av

sìg kappan. Först blåste nordanvinden så hårt han någonsìn kunde, men ju
hårdare han blåste, desto tãtare svepte vandraren kappan om sig, och till
sist gav nordanvinden upp försöket. Då lät solen sina strålar skina, och

genast tog vandraren av sig kappan, och så var nordanvinden tvungen att
medge, att solen var den starkaste av de två.




